Ultrastructural studies of leucocytes which form rosettes with homologous erythrocytes in human auto immune haemolytic anaemia.
Leucocytes which form rosettes with himologous erythrocytes in auto-immune haemolytic anaemia, infectious mononucleosis and following the stimulation of lymphocyte cultures with PHA have been studied by electron microscopy. The studies showed that the predominant homologous rosette forming cell was lymphocytic and the evidence favoured the conclusion that they were non-immune in nature. This identification does not classify the lymphocyte as thymus or bone marrow derived. Just under half (44%) of the total lymphocytic RFC had perinuclear microfilaments and limited clearing of the plasma of ribosomes close to the cell membrane. These features are consistent with activated T lymphocytes. The remainder of the lymphocytic RFC had no features which allowed their identification as T or B cells. The form of contact between lymphocytic RFC and erythrocyte was mainly of a pointlike nature, with little deformation or invasion of the attached erythrocytes. Monocytes were the only other type of cell encountered with any frequency. Their prime distinguishing feature was the deformation of attached red cells which they caused.